Parent Reading Information Workshop

Mrs Coulman (Reading Leader)

Mrs Midgley-Wright (Phonics Leader)

Guided Reading: Everyday

Whole Class Reading: Twice a week
Stay and Read: Monday morning 8.40am - 9am
Reading Homework: 4 readings a week

Phonic Friday in EYFS
Phonics: 4 times a week

‘As well as bringing enjoyment and
advancing learning, reading is an
essential skill for leading a happy,
healthy and full life’.

How does a child learn to read?
The pre-reader/ beginning reader

•To begin with they like to copy what they see, to ‘behave like a
reader’, through this they learn that the squiggles on a page carry
meaning, that text is read from left to right, from top to bottom,
that words are made up of letters/sounds and where the story
starts and ends.
•They enjoy being read to and hearing the same stories again and
again.
•They begin to recognise logos and signs in the world around them.
•Some familiar words, names or letters may begin to be recognised.
•They draw on pictures and memory to retell a familiar story.

The emerging reader:
• Ready to receive instructions about reading
• Gradually see that written information and
•
thoughts hold a constant message.
• They begin to match written words with spoken
words and are learning the letters of the alphabet
and the sounds they make.
• The pictures help them to understand the text.
• Tries saying words out loud when reading simple texts.

Early reader:
• Develops confidence and uses variety of methods –
visual cues, sounding out, using context to recognise
words.
•

Adapts their reading to different kinds of text

• Recognises many words, knows a lot about reading and
is keen to try new texts

Fluent reader:
• Thinks of reading as a good thing and does it
automatically
•

Uses a variety of methods to identify words and
meanings.

• Perseveres!
• Can read various genre and predict events in a story
• Relates meaning of books to their own experience and
knowledge.
It takes time to pass between each stage – your child needs plenty of
attention, support and practice.

Guided Reading:
Every day the children complete a guided reading activity
which follows a cycle.
1. A pre activity – predicting what might happen in the story using

pictures
2. A guided session with the teacher – listened to read and answer
questions orally

3. Phonics or spelling
4. Comprehension – questions to answer on the text they have read
The text the children work on in class is meant to challenge the reading
skills and is pitched the level above the one they are working on.

Guided Reading:
•To develop their comprehension skills, the children take home a book
which is ‘at their level’ or ‘book band’.
•A book band is a level that can accurately span across different book
schemes and is also used to select the books for Guided Reading. It
takes into account the child’s phonic and comprehension skills.
•Progress through the bands is not automatic and it is important to
ensure that children working in the early bands have secure

understanding.
•If the book is too easy, they can become bored. If it’s too difficult,
they can become frustrated, and may have to concentrate so hard on

reading the words that they lose the enjoyment of understanding the
text.
It is not a race, it is a journey! Changing of Reading Books

Reading Levels:
•New curriculum has been introduced

Bug Club:
•Bug Club

is an online reading resource where children can read a book and click
on ‘bugs’ along the way to answer questions.

•Books are set by the teacher at the children’s level so they can access these at
home

Stay and Read:
•Parents/carers are invited in on a Monday
morning at 8.40am – 9am to listen to their
child read and complete activities.
•This helps to develop passion for reading

Reading at Home:
•Children should be heard read at least 4 times a week

•Children in Key Stage and Key Stage 2 are asked to complete a comprehension
question weekly which are found at the back of their reading record.
•These books are set at the children’s level
•Questions can be asked to the children to deepen their understanding

